
Bug-O Offers Two Programs:
“Send and Show” Application Solutions “Field Fix” User Assistance

Set up a Webinar with Bug-O to 
improve your cutting and welding!

https://bugo.com/weld-training/ 
1-800-245-3186  training@bugo.com
280 Technology Drive   
Canonsburg, PA 15317

(with Bug-O)(by hand)

We want to make sure that your Bug-O System in the field 
is helping you do your work. We are happy to do a webinar 
with customers to set up systems, answer questions, or 
troubleshoot problems that you may be experiencing. We 
want Bug-O Systems making your job more productive, not 
causing you problems.

The name says it all. Send us a few samples of the work that 
you are trying to do. We will analyze the process and test 
options. Once we reach the optimum solution, we will arrange a 
webinar to show you our solution. We will also provide you with 
documentation of the productivity and results that are expected.

Why Bug-O?
Learn from our experience:
Here at Bug-O, we know a thing or two about welding and cutting. One of our first 
systems was designed to increase production rates of landing craft during World 
War II. Since this beginning, we have visited well over 400 end users around the 
world. We have learned a lot about welding and cutting, and we want to share this 
knowledge with you to improve your productivity and quality of work.

The welder is the most important part of the process:
When we consult with a customer we want our Bug-O Systems to improve your 
welding. We are able to do this by controlling the rate of travel and the tool path of 
your process equipment. This allows us to optimize results. 

We strive to improve your quality:
Since Bug-O can do a whole run without any starts or stops, your work quality 
improves. We can make work processes faster and more consistent. We also 
know that since Bug-O can regulate heat input in an application, distortion is 
reduced and quality improves.

Bug-O creates a better work environment:
Our systems are set up to work in your work environment. This allows the welder 
to take the system to the work. We do all of this to put the welder in a position to 
make sure that every inch of a cut or a weld is exactly what it is supposed to be.      

Our Promise
Within 5 days of receiving material, we will update you on the 
status.
Within 10 days of receiving material, we will have a webinar 
scheduled.

E-mail Libby, our Sales Support Specialist at Bug-O to get started: ekenny@bugo.com


